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Abstract: Climate change has an increasing impact on food security and child nutrition, particularly
among rural smallholder farmers in sub-Saharan Africa. Their limited resources and rainfall dependent
farming practices make them sensitive to climate change-related effects. Data and research linking
yield, human health, and nutrition are scarce but can provide a basis for adaptation and risk
management strategies. In support of studies on child undernutrition in Burkina Faso, this study
analyzed the potential of remote sensing-based yield estimates at household level. Multi-temporal
Sentinel-2 data from the growing season 2018 were used to model yield of household fields (median
1.4 hectares (ha), min 0.01 ha, max 12.6 ha) for the five most prominent crops in the Nouna Health
and Demographic Surveillance (HDSS) area in Burkina Faso. Based on monthly metrics of vegetation
indices (VIs) and in-situ harvest measurements from an extensive field survey, yield prediction models
for different crops of high dietary importance (millet, sorghum, maize, and beans) were successfully
generated producing R2 between 0.4 and 0.54 (adj. R2 between 0.32 and 0.5). The models were
spatially applied and resulted in a yield estimation map at household level, enabling predictions of
up to 2 months prior to harvest. The map links yield on a 10-m spatial resolution to households
and consequently can display potential food insecurity. The results highlight the potential for
satellite imagery to provide yield predictions of smallholder fields and are discussed in the context
of health-related studies such as child undernutrition and food security in rural Africa under
climate change.

Keywords: food crops; child nutrition; remote sensing; Sentinel-2; vegetation index metrics; West Africa

1. Introduction

Climate change presents an increasing risk for household food security and child nutrition [1,2].
Climate variability and extremes affect food security in multiple ways [1]. Lower crop yields are the most
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prominent drivers [2,3] and will be felt particularly by rural smallholder farmers in sub-Saharan Africa,
who rely on rainfed agricultural yield for subsistence and minor economic returns [4]. Nevertheless,
little is known about their farming practices, needs, and developments, which make them specifically
susceptible to impacts caused by climate change, population growth, changing dietary patterns,
and land and water scarcity. Data on yield, food security at household level, climate, and weather can
significantly support decision-makers and project implementers in defining the best adaptation and
risk management strategies in rainfed agricultural contexts [5,6].

While long-term climate change impacts food production through gradual warming, derangement
of rainfall patterns, and reduced micronutrients in food crops due to increased atmospheric CO2

concentration, short-term changes are already observable today [1]. These short-term changes are
mainly an increase in extreme weather events. Crop yields are influenced by biotic and abiotic factors
(e.g., temperature, rainfall, soil type, insects, and management practices) that combined determine
crop growth and crop vitality during the whole growing period [7]. In our study area, North West
Burkina Faso, this translates to a subtle increase in mini-droughts [8] and strong or torrential rainfalls
(>40 mm/day). Both of these extremes are detrimental to plant growth, crop yields, and thus, household
food security and child nutrition [9].

Climate models project an increase in rainfall variability with more mini-droughts and considerable
variations in rainfall seasons [10]. Further, non-conservative models project about 2–3 degrees Celsius
(◦C) of additional warming by 2100 for Burkina Faso [11]. Both an increase in the frequency and
intensity of heatwaves can have detrimental effects on yields [12]. Rowhani et al. [13] showed that in
Tanzania, by 2050, the modelled seasonal temperature increase of 2 ◦C would reduce average maize,
sorghum, and rice yields by 13%, 8.8%, and 7.6%, respectively. Aside from direct effects resulting from
higher temperatures, there is the indirect effect of greater evapotranspiration, which reduces crops’
water availability. Increased heat has another impact on food production, caused by the physiological
limits of the human body to work in hot and humid environments. Their work productivity as farmers
has been shown to be substantially reduced [14,15].

While epidemiological studies on children’s nutritional status, its multiple determinants,
and assessments of crop yields and projections under different climate scenarios are abundant, there is
a scarcity of studies linking yield of subsistence farming households to household food security [16,17].
However, the meteorological uncertainty and agricultural dependency make the households highly
vulnerable to food insecurity, child stunting, and wasting, which are reliable indicators for household
well-being [18,19]. A cohort study from 2018 with 514 children between 8 and 59 months of age in
the Nouna Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) showed a prevalence of wasting at
7% (acute undernutrition), and of stunting at 26% (chronic undernutrition) [20,21]. One rare example
that combines this information is from Belesova et al. [22]. The authors showed links between food
crop yield in their year of birth with subsequent survival of children below 5 years of age and used
long-term Mid-Upper-Arm Circumference (MUAC) data from the Nouna HDSS.

Satellite remote sensing analyses have shown to be effective for measuring yield-relevant crop
parameters, e.g., based on the leaf area indices [23], nitrogen status [24], and biomass [25] can reflect
the crop growth heterogeneity within fields [26]. Back in 1993, Groten [27] published a paper on crop
monitoring and crop yield forecasting in Burkina Faso using the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI). Most crop types show a correlation between vegetation indices (VIs) and yield, which
allows the use of multi-temporal satellite data to estimate yields [28–30]. Sorgho et al. [7] underlined
the potential of high-resolution data for qualitative yield assessments in household fields and state that
quantitative yield estimates require denser time series as well as sufficient reference data. The cost-free
Copernicus data, namely from the Sentinel satellites (cf. Section 2.2.4), offer new monitoring possibilities
through (i) increased availability of Earth Observation (EO) data, with (ii) improved spatial resolutions,
(iii) more extensive coverage, and (iv) shorter revisiting cycles. The EO-data thus allows the detailed
monitoring of crop parameters over the growing period. These new developments permit moving
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assessments on food security from a national level with a spatial resolution of 250 m for West Africa [31]
or 30 m for Burkina Faso [32] to the household level with a spatial resolution of 10 m.

Most studies on remote sensing-based yield estimates and predictions were developed in and
for large, more industrialized farming systems. The used methodologies range from simulations,
such as the Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) [33–35] or the Environmental Policy
Integrated Climate (EPIC) model [28], to regression models based on a variety of VIs or the leaf area
index (LAI) [36–38]. Schwalbert et al. [39] used Sentinel-2 data to predict maize yields of fields ranging
from 20 to 150 hectare (ha) on the basis of a stepwise-regression procedure with multiple VIs as input.
Another example is a study by Skakun et al. [40], who used VI metrics from Sentinel-2 and Landsat data
for a Gaussian mixture model for yield assessments of large winter wheat fields in the Ukraine (30 m
spatial resolution). However, few examples of studies on yield estimation in very small spatial units
such as household fields with remote sensing data exist. Jain et al. [35] used high-resolution SkySat
data and modelled yield simulations for multiple years with crop samples from smallholder wheat
fields. Lambert et al. [41] apply a similar method as presented, equally based on Sentinel-2 imagery.
However, they do not create the link to nutrition on the household level. Jin et al. [33] analyzed
yield heterogeneity on smallholder fields in Kenya with a linear regression model, however, for only
one crop type (maize). They tested several data sources such as SkySat, RapidEye, and Sentinel-2
data and achieved the best model performance with yield measurements aggregated at district level.
Linking yield predictions of household fields to undernutrition on the household level is a novel
approach. While Noromiarilanto et al. [17] assessed food self-sufficiency in smallholder farming
systems of south-western Madagascar using remote sensing, household socio-demographic, and food
consumption data, so far only Shively et al. [42] and Johnson and Brown [43] merged remotely sensed
data and health aspects. The latter was addressed using the nutrition status (stunting and wasting)
and survival of children aged below 5 years in Nepal and West Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea,
and Mali).

The present study aimed to quantify crop yields of household fields, which are defined on the
basis of our field samples with household fields presenting a median of 1.4 ha. The fields regarded
carry sorghum, millet, beans, maize, and peanuts. The research is conducted using high-resolution
Sentinel-2 data, which, for the first time, allows the derivation of crop patterns at household level.
The study investigated (i) whether Sentinel-2 time series can be used to quantify and predict yields of
food crops at household level for a study area in Burkina Faso, (ii) which crop types are suitable for
yield estimations using a multiple linear stepwise regression model, and (iii) the crucial aspects of field
data, which are fundamental inputs for a remote sensing based yield estimation approach. We discuss
the results in the context of health-related studies such as on child undernutrition and food security in
times of a changing climate with a focus on rural Africa.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area is located in rural sub-Saharan Africa, in the western part of Burkina Faso,
in the Kossi province. The area covered by the Nouna HDSS (central coordinates: 12.74◦N, 3.89◦W),
encompassing about 1756 km2, represents the focus area for this project, counting 59 villages. Fourteen
villages were selected based on a connected study on child undernutrition [20]. The study region is
shown in Figure 1, displaying the study area with three exemplary cut-outs (named A through C)
showing some surveyed fields as well as corresponding household locations. Cut-out (A) in Figure 1
displays multiple fields in the northern part of the HDSS area with no households in close proximity
(1 km), while the cut-out (B) shows an example for fields of different sizes around a few households
(in 0.5 km proximity) towards the center of the HDSS area. Cut-out (C) in Figure 1 mainly displays
smaller fields with households directly attached in the southern HDSS area. The range of surveyed
field sizes is given in the results section.
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Figure 1. Study area overview with cutouts A, B, and C of surveyed fields and individual households
(Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) Basemaps).

The area is climatically characterized by a distinct short rainy season lasting from June to
October [32]. Within the Nouna HDSS area, substantial temporal and spatial meteorological variations
have been documented, implying consequences for the local community, which is dominated by
smallholder farmers [44]. These smallholder households get more than 80% of their income from
agricultural activities, making them highly dependent on their yearly yield [6]. The Nouna HDSS area,
as most of Burkina Faso, is dominated by rainfed agriculture [32] with the dominant crop types being
sorghum, millet, beans, peanuts, maize, sesame, fonio, rice, and cotton [45–47]. The agricultural season
starts around May–June with sowing, the fields are maintained from July through September, and the
season ends in October–December, when the fields are harvested [46]. Since a lack of electricity and
financial means is highly characteristic in Burkina Faso in general and in the study area specifically,
irrigation is rare, and the dependency on rainfall and manual labor high [44].

2.2. Data

2.2.1. Field Data

The authors developed a comprehensive field protocol (see supplementary) that allowed the
collection of reference crop data in a systematic and reproducible manner. This method is also applied by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Hydraulic Installations in Burkina Faso, whose 2008 agricultural report
was used as guidance and adapted for our needs [48]. Two enumerators from the local Agricultural
Service in Nouna were trained in conducting the project survey according to the defined protocol.
The field assessment was carried out from September to November 2018 in four steps: (i) global
positioning system (GPS)-based mapping of field boundaries using Garmin eTrex 10 GPS handheld
devices and collection of crop type data; (ii) farmers survey on agricultural practices; (iii) weighing
of a sample of crop yields for each crop type; and (iv) recall of the farmers after the harvest as an
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assessment of general crop conditions and anomalies. Based on the GPS information, crop types, yield,
and other information from the fields were gathered and combined with remotely sensed data.

2.2.2. Field Sampling Approach

Nine crop types were identified as central crops for the region: millet, sorghum, maize, peanuts,
beans, cotton, sesame, fonio, and rice, which cover more than 90% of the cultivated area [18]. The farmers
and fields were selected based on a previous survey conducted in the Nouna HDSS [20], which provided
information on crop types planted by the respective household. The study only regarded single-crop
fields and excluded intercropped or mixed fields, since the yield models depend on maximally pure
crop-wise remotely sensed reflectance. For all nine crop types, GPS information was taken to represent
the whole agricultural diversity, while five crop types were selected for yield estimations due to
their dietary importance for children; namely millet, sorghum, maize, peanuts, and beans. To draw
statistically significant conclusions, we aimed for at least 30 yield samples of each crop type.

Following the identification of the fields, GPS tracks of field borders (i) were taken together with
the farmer by walking along the perimeter of the field with a handheld GPS device. The data was stored
in a track-log format and provided field size noted down on a survey sheet. All collected information
was coded with the household ID and coordinates (longitude and latitude) of GPS points. Additionally,
from each field, one picture was taken from ’above head perspective’ and three photos from different
angles at breast height that allowed for a visual inspection and documentation of field characteristics.

Trees and bushes on fields are common in the Nouna HDSS area and can have a negative effect
on the harvest in its surroundings as well as the remote sensing method applied in this study (edge
effect [36]). As a result, each GPS recording of the field boundaries was post-edited in a Geographic
Information System (QGIS 3.6), manually excluding all trees and bushes generously from the field
boundaries using very high-resolution images from Google Earth.

2.2.3. Harvest Measurements

Crop yield measurements were taken from 25 m2 squares. This approach was perceived as the
most feasible and sufficiently reliable for the study area compared to other methods [49]. To locate a
random sample location in the field, a set approach that includes the circumference of the field based
on the GPS information, the size of the field in meters, random numbers given by the farmer, and two
number tables were used. Once the point location was defined, the 25 m2 square was placed. Three
pickets connected by a ribbon with 7.07 m between each other for the diagonal and 5 m for the sides
of the square allowed creating the required 25 m2 square. This setting method assured equally sized
squares throughout all 245 surveyed fields. GPS coordinates were taken from the center of the squares.
Following the harvest, the crops were dried, and weight measurements were taken from the pre-set
25 m2 squares of 213 fields (iii). For 32 field squares, measurements were not completed or validated.

In addition to a plausibility assessment, harvest squares set too close to a fields’ boundary or
near large, shadow-casting trees were excluded. This step led to a total of 17 harvest measurements
being omitted from originally 213 sampled fields, constituting a total of 196 harvest measurements
for further analyses. Specifically, the variable set includes 31 harvest measurements for beans, 31 for
maize, 32 for peanuts, 45 for millet, and 57 for sorghum fields.

The farmer notified the field workers of the impending harvest. This ensured the field square being
harvested simultaneously with the remaining field and its yield being stored separately. The crops
were then dried on the farmer’s property for 3–10 days. Afterwards, the crops were weighed—millet,
sorghum, maize, and beans without stems and leaves, and peanuts with the shell. The Salter Model
235 6S was used for weighing the yield (kg). The apparatus was hung on a tree, and the sample crops
were put in a lightweight plastic bag for weighing. The crop was returned to the farmer after weighing.
The final farmers’ recall provided insights on weather-related harvest losses, fertilizer application,
and usage of pesticides.
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Between August and September 2018, agricultural information from 517 farmers in the Nouna
HDSS was obtained. Accordingly, a household tilled between one and 16 grain-fields with 55% owning
two to four grain-fields. The reported fields range from 0.2 to 20 ha, with the median at 1.4 ha. A total of
86% of the farmers reported owning 3 ha or less of total area per crop. Regarding the crop distribution,
88% of the households tend to at least one sorghum field, followed in descending order by sesame
(86%), maize (80%), millet (77%), peanuts (48%), cotton (25%), rice (27%), and fonio (14%). For a better
insight into field management methods, farmers recall (ii and iv) revealed that 57% of the farmers did
not use pesticides, although 13% mentioned struggling with Striga, a root-parasitic plant. More than
half of the farmers also applied either a chemical or an organic fertilizer (56%).

2.2.4. Remote Sensing Data

The study is based on remote sensing data derived from the Sentinel-2 satellite constellation,
which is part of the Copernicus Programme and is comprised of the Sentinel-2A and 2B satellites
(hereafter referred to as Sentinel-2). The multi-spectral images are composed of 13 bands, providing
spectral information in the visible, red-edge, near-infrared (NIR), and short-wave infrared (SWIR)
electromagnetic spectrum. Sentinel-2′s orbital swath width is 290 km with a revisiting frequency of
only 5 days over the equator, which increases the probability of regularly acquiring cloud-free images.
Ten spectral bands provide valuable data for vegetation monitoring, of which four have a spatial
resolution of 10 m and six of 20 m [50].

For this project, all available Sentinel-2 images for the growing season 2018 were used (March 9
through December 29, 2018) resulting in a total of 188 images for the four tiles covering the study area.
Each image, acquired at Level-1C, was pre-processed, including an atmospheric correction utilizing
Sen2Cor version 2.4.0, before further processing.

Multi-spectral remotely sensed data, in particular different derived VIs, can represent biomass
and crop conditions [51]. A multitude of VIs were tested in preliminary steps, finalizing with the
choice of three VIs that use different ranges of the electromagnet spectrum (vis, RedEdge, NIR, and
SWIR) and reflect relevant vegetation characteristics reliably (photosynthetic activity, chlorophyll
absorption, and water content, etc.). Kross et al. [52] showed the relevance of multiple VIs using
different wavelengths. The chosen VIs are the most commonly used VIs, the NDVI [53], and two
additional VIs, especially suitable for yield estimation [41], namely the normalized difference red edge
index (NDRE) and the normalized difference water index (NDWI). The NDVI is a well-known VI for
remotely sensed vegetation analyses based on the reflectance values in the NIR and red band [44], while
the NDRE uses the red-edge spectral band instead of the NIR. Sharma et al. [54] show that the NDRE
offers better differentiation when regarding dense crops and crops in the final growth stages. In these
cases, NDVI values (e.g., for areas with a leaf area index (LAI) > 3) are saturated, and the NDRE has
proven to be more sensitive and applicable [54]. The NDWI, which uses the NIR and SWIR band, is
especially sensitive to the water content of vegetation (moisture) that interacts with solar radiation [53].
The NDWI’s values are positive (≤ 1) for green vegetation and usually negative (≥ −1) for soil, which
has to be kept in mind for sparsely covered crop stands. All indices have a range between −1 and 1.

The calculation of the respective index can be derived from the following equation. All VIs were
calculated at 10 m spatial resolution, by resampling the RedEdge and the SWIR band each from 20
to 10 m resolution. For the calculation based on Sentinel-2 data, band 4 represents red, band 8 NIR,
band 5 RedEdge, and band 11 SWIR.

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index NDVI = NIR−Red
NIR+Red [55] (1)

Normalized Difference Red Edge Index NDRE =
NIR−RedEdge
NIR+RedEdge [56] (2)

Normalized Difference Water Index NDWI = NIR−SWIR
NIR+SWIR [53] (3)
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For each VI, the maximal monthly values per pixel were extracted from all available images per
month by analyzing the time series pixelwise and creating a synthetic image of the maximal monthly
index values [36]. The outcome of this multi-temporal metric calculation is 10 images, March through
December, per VI (namely NDVI, NDRE, and NDWI). As an input for the regression analysis and
the multiple linear regression (MLR) yield model development, monthly maximal VI-values (30) are
derived from the pixel under the respective sampled harvest squares, which are then used as input
variables (30) for the yield modelling.

2.3. Modelling Methodology

Numerous studies on remote sensing yield estimation exist. Besides the methodology, the size of
the surveyed fields varies, typically large and homogenous fields, as do the number and type of crops
analyzed. Jin et al. [33] analyze yield heterogeneity on smallholder fields in Kenya of one crop, namely
maize, with a linear regression model. The common denominator throughout all related studies is the
studies’ base; the correlation of yield to biomass [57], which also presents the theoretical core of the
presented research.

The statistical yield modelling approach of this study comprises three main steps: the first step
is an explorative analysis of the data to optimize the model parametrization and verify all relevant
assumptions for implementing an MLR. The second step is the yield model itself, while the third
step encompasses the yield model application for yield estimation on the surveyed fields beyond the
sampled squares.

2.3.1. Model Parametrization

The presented methodology is based on the assumption of a direct relationship between
biomass/vegetation conditions over the growing period that can be described by VIs and harvest yield,
the monthly correlation of the different VIs, and the measured harvest amounts. Simple scatterplots
with linear regression models were used to confirm a linear relationship. With regard to individual
predictor variables, a simple linear regression is sufficient. However, when more than one predictor is
involved, an MLR is more adequate. An MLR model is calculated using

Yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + . . .+ βpxip + ε (4)

where for every individual i, Y is the model response, here yield, βo is the intercept, βp is the regression
coefficient of the respective x, which are the distinct predictor variables, here the VIs, and ε is the
residual error. It has to be kept in mind that additional model bias is added when a linear relationship
between variables is assumed since this almost always represents an approximation of reality [51].

There are multiple preemptive assumptions required for implementing an MLR. The main aspects
are a linear relationship between the predictor and outcome variable (i), no outliers (ii), and no
multicollinearity within the data (iii) and finally independence of the residuals and their normal
distribution (iv) [58]. The MLR model developed in this study aims at modelling the relationship
between a set of predictors (multi-temporal VIs) and observations (yield measurements).

Several methods exist to validate normality within or adjust the data to normality (iv) [58].
Normality was tested with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test, which provides statistical parameters
to define the goodness of fit [59]. DeGroot and Schervish [58] also state that defining independence of
residuals or absolute normality is especially difficult for small sample sizes, such as present for this
study. Brownlee [60] states that data’s normal distribution might not be exposed until a significant
increase in the sample size [60]

The often-encountered issue regarding regressions is multicollinearity (iii), meaning a high
correlation between one or several predictors negatively affects the model stability and quality and
therefore needs to be reduced to a minimum [61]. To detect possibly correlated predictors, the Pearson
correlation coefficient (PCC), which divides the cross-correlation of two random variables (E(xy))
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with the product of the standard deviation (σ), is calculated for each predictor pair and visualized in a
matrix [62]:

ρ(x, y) =
E(xy)
σxσy

, 0 ≤ ρ(x, y) ≤ 1 (5)

Dormann et al. [63] show that collinearity inflates the variance of estimated regression coefficients
when the PCC is >0.7. It is suggested to exclude variables surpassing this threshold. Another indicator,
which measures the severity of multicollinearity (iii), is the condition index. It represents the “square
root of the ratio of each eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue of X” [63]. Belsley [64] introduced
a diagnostic test for determining degrading collinearity (DCL). It states that all condition indices
greater than 30 have a collinear relation that is degrading to the model. Further, for each condition
index larger than 30, two variables contribute to its degrading collinear relation if their variances,
values in the corresponding row, are both greater than 0.5. Consequently, to reduce multicollinearity,
the highest condition index value needs to be below 30 by excluding one of the variables with variances
greater than 0.5 for the corresponding condition index [65,66]. These two adaptions necessitate an
iterative process removing highly correlated predictors from the predictor set to finally receive data in
accordance with MLR prerequisites.

As a general rule for iteratively excluding one variable from a pair that shows high correlations,
NDVI values were prioritized over NDRE, due to its scientific dominance. Moreover, months later
in the growing season were prioritized over earlier time steps, due to the assumed higher relevance
to yield. Once one variable was excluded, the correlation matrix and the condition indices were
re-calculated, and the multicollinearity re-evaluated. This process is repeated for every predictor set
per crop type, resulting in an insignificantly correlated set of predictor variables per crop for further
modelling steps.

2.3.2. Model Validation

Opposed to simple linear regressions, MLRs necessitate a variable selection (explanatory variables),
resulting in a reduced number of significant model predictors. There are three main approaches
to selecting the final model predictors: forward selection, backward selection, and mixed selection.
For the presented study, the mixed selection with a significance level at 0.05 was chosen. This approach
essentially considers zero predictors for the initial situation and predictors are added incrementally.
Predictors can be removed if their addition negatively changes the p-value. Predictors are added until
all model predictors provide sufficiently low p-values, and all remaining predictors have a high p-value
(not desirable) when added [67].

There are several popular statistical parameters to validate and choose the best model fit. As shown
in multiple studies [33,34,68] the adjusted R2 and the root mean square error (RMSE) are well equipped
to validate and serve as a basis to choose the optimal model. In this study, the best model fit is based on
the adjusted R2 and the ANOVA results (F-Score, RMSE). For the classical R2, a high value (0 ≤ R2

≤ 1)
indicates a small test error in the model. The calculation induces an increased R2 with every added
variable. Opposed to R2, the adjusted R2 accounts for noise added by irrelevant additional variables
and therefore does not automatically improve with increasing variable numbers. The RMSE can be
interpreted more precisely when compared to the overall value range (min-max) of the input variables
(here: harvest field measurements). A higher range, which represents high intra-variability, can justify
a higher RMSE. The ANOVA performs an analysis of variance using an F-test and offers insights on the
significance of the established model [67]. The calculated significance needs to be below the defined
significance level, in this case, 0.05, for the model to be deemed fit to describe the data.

Besides the significance level, another crucial aspect for the prediction accuracy is the relationship
of the number of observations (n), in this case, the harvest measurements, and the number of predictors
(p), here the VIs. If n is not much larger than p, the model tends to overfit. N >> p invalidates this issue
and is therefore preferable. While a multitude of predictors is desirable for developing a maximally
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well-fitted model, their number in proportion to the number of observations needs to be taken into
consideration as well [67].

The general model outputs are the defining parameters, their coefficients, and the intercept. These
make up a generalized prediction formula. This formula is then applied, using the remote sensing
indices time series with a spatial resolution of 10 m as inputs, to quantitatively predict yield for all
surveyed household-related fields in the study area. In the last step, these yield estimations were
then used to quantitatively estimate the amount of yield per crop type per household, creating a yield
map, which creates the link between remotely sensed yields and health-related issues per household
and individual. All MLR related analyses and modelling were implemented in the programming
language R.

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the most recent version of the ethical principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki of 1975, which applies to national and international regulatory requirements.
Ethical approval was obtained both from the Heidelberg University Ethical Committee (S-180/2017)
and the Nouna Health Research Center Ethical Committee.

3. Results

3.1. MLR Requirements

Figure 2 shows crop-wise NDVI developments over time, representing the phenological
development of each crop. The 10 months on the x-axis (March through December) reflect the
growing season. Looking more closely at beans (top left), the increase of the NDVI values starting
in June coincides with sowing and the peak in September with the maximum development of beans’
stand, before being harvested starting in October.
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Figure 2. Exemplary annual normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) development for all
surveyed fields per crop type. NDVI values on the y-axis and respective months (starting with March)
on the x-axis.

The primary assumption of the presented research on crop yield modelling focuses on the relation
of harvested yield and VIs. Solely regarding the linear relationship of measured yield and the VI
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NDVI, monthly analyses showed a correlation with R2 ranging from 0.01 to 0.36. The low values
represent a weaker correlation. This can be explained because the translation is indirect, and the
degree of correlation is also dependent, e.g., on the absolute biomass, the soil coverage, and other
environmental aspects [41,69,70]. The explorative statistical analysis showed that correlation increased
with progressing time and, in most cases, reached its maximum shortly before harvest. These initial
findings underlined the promoted theory of a relationship between the harvested yield and the VIs
and paved the way for the more complex MLR model for yield estimation.

Another assumption for an MLR is the necessity of a normal distribution of the data’s residuals
(cf. Section 2.3.1, iv), which was tested with probability plots and the K-S normality test. All analyzed
crops except for millet, for which the p-value of 0.044 is too low, showed p-values clearly above the
threshold of 0.05 (confidence interval at 95%). Following arguments listed in Section 2.3.1, the MLR
prerequisite of normality was assumed for further processing steps.

The next step involved analyzing the data for multicollinearity and autocorrelation (cf.
Section 2.3.1, iii). In an iterative process, the final predictors for the MLR Model were chosen
by excluding predictors showing autocorrelation or multicollinearity in compliance with the thresholds
suggested by Dormann et al. [63]. The initial PCC matrices, including all 30 predictors, showed very
high correlations, of up to 0.98, especially between NDVI and NDRE values.

The final set of predictors per crop met all requirements for running the regression model.
All correlated variables were iteratively excluded, omitting PCCs above 0.7, reducing the condition
index to below 30 (cf. Section 2.3.1), and the maximal variance decomposition to below 0.85. Based on
the final crop-type predictor sets, the MLR models were run.

3.2. MLR Model and Yield Estimation

For each crop type and their specific predictor variable set, an MLR model was developed.
The results vary depending on the crop type.

From the five crops analyzed, beans outperformed the other crops with an R2 of 0.54 (adj. R2 =

0.50), while maize (R2 = 0.46, adj. R2 = 0.40) and sorghum (R2 = 0.44, adj. R2 = 0.40) follow shortly
behind. Millet presents a slightly lower R2 of 0.40 (adj. R2 = 0.32), equally concluding a highly suitable
model fit [71]. The model significance of < 0.001 for these crops justifies the model. However, with an
R2 of 0.12 (adj. R2 = 0.10), a weak model significance of 0.0477, and considering Cohen’s thresholds,
the model results for peanuts are not applicable for further usage [71]. Comparing the resulting RMSE
to the crop-specific value range, the results are good except for peanuts. Table 1 contains the final
model predictors and further relevant parameters for assessing the model’s quality.

Table 1. Multiple linear regression (MLR) model outputs and model validation parameters.

Beans Maize Sorghum Millet Peanuts

Predictors Used
(from Avail)

3
(10)

3
(12)

4
(14)

5
(11)

1
(13)

Predictor Months
July,

August,
October

June,
August

March, July,
September,
November

May, July,
September,
November

September

Correlation Coefficient (R) 0.74 0.68 0.66 0.63 0.35

Coefficient of Determination (R2) 0.54 0.46 0.44 0.40 0.12

Adjusted R2 0.50 0.40 0.40 0.32 0.10

RMSE (kg·25 m−2) 0.94 2.38 1.24 1.52 1.13

Harvest Value Range (kg·25 m−2) 6.3 13.3 8.7 9 4.6

Model Significance 0.0001 0.0004 0.000 0.0011 0.0477

Aside from the good model fits for estimating yields of beans, maize, sorghum, and millet,
the relevant predictor months are of interest. The latest predictor month defines the earliest time at
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which yield predictions are possible for each crop type. The model outputs show that maize yield
could be predicted as early as August, bean yields as of October, and forecasts for sorghum and millet
are not possible until November (harvest month). Maize yield can be predicted early and could thus act
as an indicator crop for the overall yield situation prior to harvest. These results can have a substantial
positive impact on early identification of yield gaps and support early mitigation measures. The model
was applied to the VI-metrics using the equations from Table 2.

Table 2. MLR model equations per crop type.

Crop Type Model Equation

Beans −5.145 + 3.348 × NDVIJul + 6.019 × NDVIAug + 9515 × NDWIOct

Maize 11.666 − 21.440 × NDVIJun + 43.144 × NDWIJun + 9.830 × NDVIAug

Sorghum −0.8368 − 12.3063 × NDWIMar + 5.4679 × NDWIJul + 5.6015 × NDVISep − 4.1599 × NDWINov

Millet
5.260 + 26.152 × NDVIMay + 8.951 × NDWIMay + 5.528 × NDWIJul − 3.599 × NDVISep −

8.258 × NDVINov

Figure 3 contains a representative subset of the yield map resulting from the model application.
It shows sorghum, millet, maize, and beans fields. Each pixel of 10 m resolution contains the estimated
amount of yield in kilograms per square meter (kg·25 m−2). Additionally, the total amount of yield in
kilograms is given for each field.
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Figure 3. Subset of the study area with modelled yield amounts per crop-type (kg·25 m−2) and the
total amount of yield per field. Locator shows Kossi province in Burkina Faso. Basemap: ESRI.

In combining the yield amount per field and the corresponding household from the survey, it is
possible to quantitatively estimate the amount of yield per crop type per household. For the first time,
this allows the link between the remotely sensed model output, food security, and health-related issues
per household and individual. For every surveyed household, statistics on their predicted yield per
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crop type can be generated. In rural subsistence farming systems, where people live from what they
grow, harvest deficits translate to household food insecurity and even child undernutrition [10]. Hence,
the quantitative yield estimate from Figure 3 can be translated to crucial socio-economic information,
such as crop-specific calorie estimations per household. The quantitative yield estimation is therefore a
predictor and direct determinant for potential food deficits and thus food insecurity.

Table 3 contains anonymized information on the estimated amount of yield per crop type for
exemplary households and includes the model output for fields recorded in the field study. Additionally,
each households’ average yield per crop type is given in kg·25 m−2, which is a field size and field
number-independent value of productivity. The mean yield, therefore, underlines the differences
between households and also the variability and reliability of crops.

Table 3. Household-specific yield quantification for three exemplary households (A, B, and C).

Beans Maize Millet Sorghum
A B C A B C A B C A B C

No. Fields 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1
Est. total yield (kg) 454 167 810 417 650 227 771 173 1665 1021 1288 1167

Mean yield (kg 25 m−2) 0.1 0.07 0.13 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.10 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.10

4. Discussion

Our results highlight the potential of freely available satellite imagery for yield estimations and
predictions of smallholder household fields at 10 m spatial resolution. Based on monthly aggregated
VIs calculated for the entire growing period and in-situ harvest measurements, five crop-dependent
yield models were generated with good model fits for most crops and then applied. While the presented
regression-based yield modelling approach is no novelty, this approach demonstrates the potential of
earth observation data for modelling yields of a multitude of crops growing on household fields in rural
West Africa for the first time. This was possible through an extensive field data survey that provided
reference yield samples from different crop types, which is crucial for establishing the relationship
between remotely sensed crop parameters and actual yield.

However, even with regard to the positive study results, the model output is highly dependent on
the input variables, and possibilities for optimization should be discussed. The essential aspects of this
study were the identification of potential improvements regarding remote sensing modelling and field
data collection, particularly the potential improvements for model parameter optimization, reduction
of uncertainties inherent to the reference data, and contextualization of the results. These aspects are
all discussed in more detail below.

4.1. Yield Model Results and Limitations

When comparing the analyzed and modelled crops, sorghum, millet, beans, and maize produced
good model fits, the latter two proving to be the most reliable. Several factors can influence the model
output, such as the project region, sample, field size, or the data basis. These must be considered
when comparing results with other studies. Depending on the crop type, the model outputs delivered
exceeding results or ones comparable to those of similar studies conducted. Comparable results were
presented by Lambert et al. [36], who reported R2 values between 0.3 and 0.6 for yield estimations in
Mali for smallholder farms. Morel et al. [72] focus on sugarcane yield estimation on smallholder farms
resulting in R2 between 0.21 and 0.53, depending on the underlying data. In regard to the weaker
model results for peanuts, we assume that the correlation of biomass to the final yield is not as linear
as it proved to be for grains. Peanuts showed weak correlations in the initial analyses of VIs over the
measured yield. This could be caused by the special geocarpy plant reproduction of peanut plants,
which develops the peanut below ground.

The analysis of the results was an integral part of this study in order to identify potential
improvements in the yield modelling approach. This analysis included an explorative statistical
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analysis of the input data, a consideration of uncertainties, and an identification of potential error
sources. We want to discuss three central aspects that may explain the variation in results for the specific
case in the Nouna HDSS area: (i) remote sensing input data, (ii) pests, and (iii) yield measurements.

From the remote sensing point of view (i), an influence on the correlation of biomass to measured
yield can be caused by weeds and trees. On the one hand, this negatively influences the yield by
competing with the crops for nutrients and space. However, on the other hand, it results in positive
biomass measurements in the remotely sensed data (e.g., saturated vegetation signal from trees).
The satellite does not distinguish between food crops or weeds. To what extent weeds influence the
data is difficult to quantify and underlines the necessity of contextual information gathered in addition
to field samples. Regarding the effect of trees and their canopies in the data, they were excluded
manually from the field boundaries to minimize their impact on the reflectance signal and can be
neglected here.

The satellite data constituting the input data for this study were monthly composites of VIs
derived from all available Sentinel-2 images. Since these input data were exactly the same for all crop
yield models, the satellite data cannot explain the variability of the model results. However, a potential
improvement from the data side could be a higher temporal resolution of the input data, such as
bi-weekly VI composites instead of monthly VI composites. This could enhance the identification of
the crop-specific phenological key features, such as onset, peak, or end of the crop season. In 2018,
this was not possible for the whole growing season since cloud-free observations are required in order
to achieve full area coverage. Only monthly composites yielded valid observations in all timesteps for
the whole study area since main parts of the growing period lie within the rainy season, resulting in
only a very limited number of cloud-free observations per month.

Future studies of the authors will focus on incorporating multi-annual analyses, which will result
in more robust yield models and balance out annual variabilities. It is perceivable that including
multi-annual harvest information, VIs, and potentially corresponding weather data, would result in
an even better model fit. In addition, to scale up the yield predictions to a larger area, the authors
suggest to also conduct a crop classification in order to apply the prediction to all cultivated fields in
the area. Two machine learning approaches could, therefore, be combined, by first applying a crop
classification using ensemble learning (such as random forest) and then applying the MLR models
within the crop-specific masks. The models’ application could then be spatially expanded due to the
variety of input data and adapted to more extensive or different project areas.

The second factor that can cause variability in the model results are pests (ii) since they can skew
the correlation of biomass to measured yield. This is particularly true for pests that negatively affect
the growing fruit or seed, but less the crop stand itself. In these cases, the values of the VIs indicate
high amounts of biomass and, consequently, predict high yields, while, in reality, the development of
the fruits has been impeded. Concerning the present study, less than half of the farmers used pesticides
but reported to struggle with the root-parasitic plant Striga, which was found throughout the study
area. A closer assessment of weed or insect infestations and fungal diseases can highly contribute to
improved crop yield evaluations and is recommended for similar studies.

Reference data collection, particularly yield measurements (iii), constitutes the basis for remote
sensing-based yield estimates and holds a high potential for data variation and uncertainty due to
various factors, which Jin et al. [33] found to be true as well. Already minor impacts such as animals
walking through the sample square, or a variation in the crop sample’s moisture at the time of weighing
may have a negative impact on the correlation of the remotely sensed and field data. Regarding
the latter, our data showed that discrepancies between households and within crops, concerning the
elapsed time from harvest to drying to weighing, exist. This study was realized in close cooperation
with local farmers, who dried the samples in their homes as they traditionally do. Farmers reported a
varying drying period of a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 10 days. This is a crucial aspect since the
humidity of the yield profoundly influences the yield’s weight. Moreover, with elapsed time between
harvest and weighing, the probability of disturbances, e.g., post-harvest losses, increases. According to
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a study by Grolleaud [2], post-harvest losses vary strongly depending on the crop type (i). He stated
that while beans, maize, and sorghum present comparably low harvest losses on the field (≈4%), millet
is reported to be more vulnerable to negative impacts on the field and its transport causing up to 15%
post-harvest losses. Between harvest and weighing, the yield is dried and stored, during which time
further losses can occur and which is challenging to control considering the number of smallholder
farmers involved in this extensive survey. Generally speaking, remotely sensed data cannot encompass
post-harvest losses, nor are they accounted for in the model, which can provide an explanation for the
small discrepancies between and within crop types for the model fit. A possibility to overcome this
limitation would be to dry and weigh all samples in a laboratory setting, which was impossible in this
rural study area due to a lack of facilities. Another helpful measurement would be the weighing of the
biomass at the time of harvest in the sample squares [17]. This could provide an additional variable to
assess the relationship between biomass and the remote sensing parameters and could help identify
irregularities in yield data stemming from factors influencing the sample in the drying period.

4.2. Linking Smallholder Yield, Child Undernutrition, and Weather Variability

A significant obstacle for connecting health and nutrition data to agricultural data is the need
for “locally specific, dated, and geolocated datasets that can be linked quantitatively” [15]. Analyzing
crop yields at the household plot level is challenging due to the lack of information on the geographic
areas in which crops are cultivated (total area and crop types). This is especially relevant in subsistence
agriculture, such as practiced in sub-Saharan Africa. Non-uniform plots, intercropping, and a mix of
crops with different seasonalities (sequential cropping patterns) further challenge crop analyses [32,45].
Intercropping is recommended because this agricultural practice decreases the likelihood of soil erosion,
improves soil quality, increases soil water retention, and prevents crop diseases. However, identifying
intercropping of household fields at 10 m spatial resolution remains a challenge in remote sensing.
Previous attempts focused on large and homogenous fields, applying data with a spatial resolution of
250 m [5]. In regard to crop yield estimation of inter-cropping fields, only relative yield estimates seem
possible, since discrimination of yield per crop type for quantitative estimates is highly challenging.

The 245 fields regarded in this study ranged from 0.01 to 12.6 ha, while 74% of these are smaller
than 1 ha. Moreover, no cadastral information on land use is available for Burkina Faso, which
is dominated by small structures and minimal presence of irrigation. These factors make for an
agricultural landscape highly dependent on environmental variables and with significant inter- and
intra-field variability, meaning inhomogeneous growing conditions in the area and within the fields.

Brown et al. [16] tried linking human health and nutrition to remote sensing data on a purely
methodological basis. Accordingly, isolated analyses on environmental change are not purposeful
but need to incorporate ground-based local parameters. Nevertheless, at the household level, the link
between climate variables, weather, e.g., heat and flooding, and agricultural output in the context
of food insecurity, notably child undernutrition, has hardly been studied [7]. The Demographic and
Health Survey (DHS) started to collect geographic information in the mid-1990s, creating a basis for
publicly available health and nutrition data linked to geolocations. In the meantime, more national
and international surveys, such as the World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Surveys, provide
this publicly accessible data. Subsequently, the connection of environmental information to health
and nutrition using multivariate regression methods becomes a possibility [18,43,73]. Due to the
Nouna HDSS existing since the 1990s [74], continuous and reliable health data at the household and
even the individual level are available. With the knowledge of, e.g., household wealth, expenditure,
and migration patterns, changes over time can be observed. Regular yield information is essential
information for a population highly dependent on agricultural output for survival and income and will
support researchers and thus policymakers to understand population changes and risks. Assuming
that cultivated fields can be linked to the respective households, individual yield outputs can be
generated to analyze the effects of nutrition on the health of individual families.
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A further application can be seen in relating food crop yields to rainfall or temperature variability
in the respective growing season, thus exploring the impact of these dimensions of climate change
on yields and further on child undernutrition. The methodological advances lie in the extremely
high resolution of the household with its children’s nutritional status and the food crop yields of the
respective household. Such data can further be “fed” into climate impact models, e.g., with highly
aggregated data [10].

The results of the present study can support studies regarding nutritional aspects to link household
food security characteristics to the respective dietary status. Especially the link of yield data to individual
households is essential for such work. Future studies could make use of the provided yield assessments
for health studies at the household level, especially considering that these are available up to 2 months
before harvesting.

4.3. Potential and Implications for Policymakers and Development Organizations

This research provides evidence for a novel method relevant for researchers and policymakers
since it allows the small scale (10 m spatial resolution) estimation and prediction of yields at the
household level. These can be used to evaluate the impact of climatic factors (rainfall variability,
droughts, etc.) or farming management variations (fertilizer, insecticides, crop varieties) on households’
economic and nutritional health status. Thus, this research provides strong political arguments for
governments and non-governmental stakeholders active in the humanitarian and developmental
sectors. Results from the presented yield modelling approach can be used at low costs for planning
agricultural interventions, supporting preparedness and prevention measures, and can improve local
understanding of yield gaps and losses. One of the major strengths of our approach is the spatial
resolution. It enables the link between socioeconomics, nutrition, and yield data on the household level
and thus fits the spatial scale that is required for early-onset risk identification of undernutrition of
individuals. Subsequently, it portrays subsistence food production and the vulnerability of smallholder
farmers to a lack or loss of yield as one of the central determinants of child undernutrition.

The identification of agriculture areas and their respective yields on a larger scale (upscaling)
becomes especially important in the context of (mal) nourishment since crop diversity directly relates
to dietary diversification, which again is crucial for human nutrition. At this point, the model was
only applied to the surveyed fields. With an underlying agricultural crop map, the yield estimation
and prediction can be applied to all cultivated fields in the area. This would benefit the countries
as population growth poses another challenge to policymakers, who need to assure constant access
and sufficient production of agricultural products to ensure self-sufficiency on a national scale and
independence of international market price fluctuations. Knauer et al. [10] reported a 91% expansion of
agricultural land in Burkina Faso between 2001 and 2014 and accordingly reported an agricultural area
coverage of 22%. This shows the country’s potential to feed its fast-growing population (3% annual
population increase) and assure labor in a country where 90% work in the agricultural sector.

Nevertheless, not only the quantity but also the quality of the use of arable land needs to be
monitored, wherefore remote sensing is a promising surveillance system for land use, crop coverage,
and identification of agricultural potential. Low-resolution satellite data with extensive area coverage
to register crop growth and vegetation stress are operationally used to assess (non-crop specific) yield
anomalies on a regional level (e.g., the Famine Early Warning System Network by USAID (FEWS-NET)
or the Food Security (FOODSEC) and Monitoring Agricultural ResourceS (MARS) by the European
Commission [75]). However, particularly in spatially small-scaled subsistence farming, there are a
wide range of farming practices and available resources (e.g., fertilizers, irrigation, etc.). A direct link
between low-resolution satellite information and household food security is, thus, not possible.

Remote sensing data and derived information products can be used to acquire up-to-date data by
utilizing high spatial and temporal coverage of inaccessible areas and by identifying environmental
constraints [44]. Remote sensing data is still rarely quantified on livelihood status, let alone the
nutritional status of children. Nelson et al. [76] related remote sensing to household-level expenditure
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to explain poverty patterns in Uganda. However, research has been limited in linking agricultural
practices to food security, health, and climate change. We believe that remote sensing can explain some
factors leading to child undernutrition patterns and provide reliable data even before an event actually
happens. Such patterns would be of high value for policymakers and international organizations to act
on and prevent food insecurity and humanitarian disasters.

Although forecasting food insecurity is not a new field, e.g., drought forecasts, we propose
forecasting yield shortages on the household level. This is a novelty and has not been implemented
before. Our results showed great potential to predict yields for maize as early as August, 2 months
before harvest, beans in October, and sorghum and millet in November, each a month prior or during
harvest (estimation). On this basis, a near-real-time warning system on the political level could be
implemented with countermeasures on crop shortage before households, and especially children,
suffer from malnutrition.

5. Conclusions

This research successfully established yield assessment models for different main food crops
cultivated in household fields. Crucial information in the context of food insecurity can be derived
from these and provide a new and valuable link to child undernutrition at the household level. Given
that satellite imagery is freely accessible, the developed approach is particularly useful to low-income
countries profoundly affected by climate change-related issues. Future studies should incorporate
detailed rainfall and temperature data into the prediction model, which would support contextual
accuracy and spatial upscaling. In light of climate change issues, especially in sub-Saharan Africa,
an analysis of this link between yield estimates/predictions and household food security becomes
particularly crucial and interesting.

We proved that remote sensing can be used as a proxy for harvest yield assessments at small
spatial scales. While this approach was developed specifically for household plot-level analysis, it can
be aggregated to the village or larger administrative units for further research. The findings of the
study can benefit a range of stakeholders, such as by supporting the agricultural self-sufficiency of
subsistence farmers through assisting local farmer cooperatives, by promoting governmental efforts
towards the sustainable development goal 2—zero hunger—and by assisting institutions working on
food security promotion as well as food emergency response. We recommend additional applied and
participatory research in order to establish sound recommendations for the improvement of cropland
management and food self-sufficiency, as well as to increase the willingness of local farmers to adopt
new strategies that may mitigate climate impacts.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/11/1717/s1,
Document: Field Assessment Protocol.
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